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(54°) A method for drilling oblique and horizontal boreholes

(57°) The invention relates to the technique of cutting and of measuring the regular face co-ordinates of

oblique and horizontal boreholes during drilling. The task of the invention is to increase the reliability

of drilling The method consists of drilling a vertical borehole and installing alighting gear, an oblique

transfer device and a face engine in the drilling apparatus at the point of curvature. An inclinometeris

inserted in the pipes in the apparatus using geophysical cable, and fixed in the alighting gear. The

oblique and horizontal parts of the borehole arc drilled by regular rotary drilling using the face engine,

and the regular face co-ordinates are monitored using data from the inclinometer. After the

inclinometer is inserted and fined in the alighting gear, the lower pipe conductor is mounted together

with the electronic assembly positioned within. The lower lead-in of the assembly is connected to the

upper joint of the cable coming from the inclinometer, and the upper lead-in to the wireless surface

data transmission system. In the last section, drilling pipes and a balloon-screen with electric coils,

placed in the nipples and couplings of the locks and linked to each other by wire attached to the body

of the pipes and the balloon -screen, are used. Above the balloon-screen the upper pipe conduc or, with

an electronic assembly positioned inside, is mounted. Its lower lead-in is connected to the wireless tota

transmission system, and the upper lead-in is connected to the cable passing made the square Above

the square the exit pipe transfer device is installed, with an electronic assembly positioned inside. The

lowerlead-in of the assembly is connected to the upper joint of the cable passing inside the square, and

the upper lead-in to the wireless data transmission system mounted on the swivel.

The invention relates to the drilling of boreholes and specifically to methods of cutting and of

measuring regular face co-ordinates in oblique and horizontal boreholes during drilling.

The prior art relates to methods of drilling oblique and horizontal boreholes (1). This art consists of

drifliS a vertical borehole shaft, installing an oblique transfer device, a face engine and a system for

measuring the borehole profile during drilling (the MWD system) in the drilling apparatus at the point

oTcXture. driLg the oblique and horizontal parts of the well by regular rotary drilling dnlhng

. using *e^ engine, and monitoring the regular co-ordinates of the borehole according to the data

from the MWD system inclinometer.

This system has the following fundamental disadvantages:

- insufficient data transfer speed (6-8 seconds to transfer we parameter);

work using aerated drilling solutions is impossible.



The closest method in terms of technical features and results available consists of drilling obhquc and

horizontal boreholes while drilling vertical borehole shafts, installing a face engine and an oblique

iransfer device in the drilling apparatus at the point of curvature, inserting an inclinometer into the

pipes using geophysical cable and fixing it in the lower part of the drilling apparatus, drilling the

oblique and horizontal parts of the borehole by regular rotary drilling, drilling using a face engine, and

monitoring the borehole face co-ordinates according to the data from the inclinometer (2).

The disadvantages of the prior art are as follows:

- the need to draw the geophysical cable behind the pipe through the cable conductor at the point of

curvature creates a danger of the cable crumpling or breaking;

- the presence of me cable behind the pipe does not allow rotary drilling;

- the presence of the cable behind the pipe does not allow reliable sealing of the borehole using

preventors when accidental ejection of gas or oil occurs.

The aim of the proposed invention is to improve the reliability of drilling.

The established aim is achieved because according to the invention, when using the prior method of

drilling oblique and horizontal boreholes by drilling the vertical borehole shaft, installing a face engine,

an oblique transfer device and alighting gear in the drilling apparatus at the point of curvature, inserting

the inclinometer into the pipes in the apparatus using geophysical cable and fixing it m the abgbtuig

gear, drilling the oblique and horizontal parts of the borehole and monitoring the regute c^jrdmales

of the borehole fece by data from the inclinometer, the lower pipe transfer device with the electronic

assembly inside is mounted in the apparatus after the inclinometer is inserted and fixed into the

atSng gear, allowing signals to be received and transmitted. In this way the lower lead-.n of the

assembly fs connected to the upper joint of the cable coming from the inclinometer, ^Jhe^ lead-

in is connected to the wireless data transmission system, m which dnlhng t"£"£^
with electrical coils (placed in the nipples and couplings of the locks and linked o each other by wire

TtadiedW the body of the pipes and the balloon-screen) are used. Above the balloon-screen installed

in the drilling gear, the upper pipe transfer device with the electronic assembly positioned inside is

minted Z alSwing signals to be received and transmitted. In this case its lower lead-in is

cZSed To the wi
?
rele£ data transmission system and the upper lead-in to the cable passing ms,de the

Soned in the drilling apparatus above the upper pipe transfer device above which an exit

nipTuS device with an electronic assembly is installed, thus allowing signals ta b,^'ved and

fraWaned The lower lead-in of the assembly is thus connected to the upper joint of the cable passing

wSrmfsq^ a^d the upper lead-in is connected to the wireless data transmission system mounted

Z the *vo1 to addition, in the part of the drilling apparatus that carries out the w»rele« signal

TansrrusS repeater pipes are installed with intensifies carrying a ^.^^S^TS^L
coils of the coupling and nipple. While the drilling pipes are being

f^^^*%^°Seĉ
each subsequent pipe plug consisting of three pipes is installed, me performance of the electronic

Z^^ScfiLZJis checked using a probe that imitates the electronic assembly's command

signal and ensuring the reception and display of data from the electronic assembly.

The proposed drilling method is shown in Figure 1.

The essence of the method is as follows. In the first stage of drilling die vertical borehole shaft is

rifled using any known method (rotary using pipe-drill or face engine with propeller).

Th- ririllinc anoaratus for the oblique and horizontal boreholes is then prepared. It consists of abit 1.

SeeSle^^bTque £J£ device 3 and alighting gear. The apparatus also includes reguar drrthng

SnLTSo mcse pipeTon the geophysical cable 5. the borehole device or inclinometer 6 » inserted.

TTpar/^ filing pipes 4 is completed by the lower Fg""**
device*7 Inside the lower pipe transfer device 7 the electronic assembly is placed, allowing the

rSon andTan^ssion of signals between the inclinometer 6 and the surface operator's console 8.

KKrtaS cuTe assembly is connected to the upper joint^e geophysjc^ cable 5 coming

from u^inc^nometcr 6. The upper lead-in of the electronic assembly is connected to the w,reless

surface data transmission system (3, 4).



transmission of data to the surface (3, 4). The borehole is sealed using the balloon screen 10. For rotary

drilling, the square 1 1 is mounted in the drilling apparatus.

To complete the wireless data transmission system, the special drilling pipes 9 and balloon screen 10

with electrical coils installed in the nipples and couplings of the locks and connected to each other by

wire positioned alone the body of the pipes and balloon-screen, are used.

When the drilling pipes 9 providing wireless data transmission are mounted, the performance of the

electronic assembly in the pipe transfer device 7 and of the inclinometer 6 is monitored using a probe

before each subsequent pipe plug (three connected drilling pipes) is installed. This probe imitates the

electronic assembl/s command signals and allows the reception and display of data received from the

electronic assembly.

In the part of the drilling apparatus consisting of special drilling pipes 9 and allowing wireless

transmission of signals, repeater pipes 12 arc installed.

These repeater pipes contain a special intensificr with a source of supply between the coils of the

coupling and nipple. This intensifier passes on the data travelling through the wireless transmission

system. In this way, the reliability of the system is increased.

Above the balloon-screen 10 installed in the drilling apparatus, an upper pipe transfer device 13 is

installed with an electronic assembly positioned inside. This assembly allows signals to be received and

transmitted; the lower lead-in of the assembly is connected to the wireless data transmission system,

while the upper lead-in of the assembly is connected to the cable 14 passing within the square 1 1.

Above the square 1 1, an exit pipe transfer device 15 is installed with an electronic assembly petitioned

insTde, allowing the rcception%nd transmission of signals. The lower lead-in of the assembly *

connected to the upper joint of the cable 14 passing within the square 11 and Ae upper lead-in of the

assembly is connected to the wireless data transmission system 16 mounted on the pivot 17.

The proposed invention allows the reliability of oblique and horizontal borehole drilling to be

increased.

The proposed method requires no insertion of geophysical cable behind the pipe at the point of

curvature in the borehole that follows the vertical shaft.

Sources of information:

1 Teleco Oilfield Services Inc. 1 990

2 RF Patent 2078921 . E 21 B 47/022, 1997 (prototype)

3 USA Patent 4806928. G 01 V 1/00, 1989

4. FRG Patent 3912614, E 21 B 47/12, 1989

5. RF Patent 2040691, E 21 B 47/12, 1992.

FORMULA OF THE INVENTION

A method of drilling oblique and horizontal boreholes including a vertical borehole shaft,

LSSga £«^^SVoblique transfer device and alighting gear in the drilling apparatus a,jhe

po'm ofCurvature, inserting In inclinometer into the pipes in the^^^^^.^5
and fixing it in the alighting gear, drilling the oblique and honzontal parts of fltt borehole and

™«,itorin B the reeular co-ordinates of the borehole face by the data from the inclinometer,

2?Sldl S*«« the inclinometer is Inserted and fixed in the alighting gear, the lower

vZ^Zkr£v*c™ih the electronic assembly inside is mounted in the apparatus allowmg the

andEmission of signal, The lower lead-in of One assembly is connecte^to th^uppe

ioin lot the cable coming from the inclinometer, and the upper lead-in is^«d
1

™
iui^e da^smission system, in which drilling pipes and a balloon screen with electnc coils

nstaS i tipples and couplings of the locks between the drilling pipes and connectedLto,«ch

o"h« by wire positioned along the body of the pipes and the balloon screen, are "^Above the

balSon-screcn^stalled in the drilling apparatus, an upper pipe transfer device withan eterronic

£S positioned in5ide is mounted, allowing the reception and"^^"H* 1*

lower lead-in is connected to the wireless data transmission system, and the upper lead-in .s

1.



connected to the cable passing within the square mounted in the drilling apparatus above the upper

pipe transfer device, above which the e*it pipe transfer device with electronic assembly mounted

inside is installed, allowing the reception and transmission of signals. The lower lead-in of the

assembly is connected to the upper joint of the cable passing within the square, and the upper lead-

in is connected to the wireless data transmission system mounted on the pivot.

A method as per 1, distinguished in that in the part of the drilling apparatus allowing wireless

signal transmission, repeater pipes are installed with intensifies with a source of current between

the coils on the nipple and coupling.

A method as per 1. distinguished in that when the drilling pipes are inserted into the borehole, the

performance of the electronic assembly and inclinometer are checked before each subsequent pipe

plug.(consisting of three pipes) is installed, using a probe that imitates the electronic assembly's

command signal and allowing data to be received and transmitted from the electronic assembly.
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